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1. Location and Envelope: The grating aperture can be located either immediately up stream 

of the VLS Grating Monochromator, see LBNL Engineering Spec 10380, or down stream of 
the Zero Order Mask, which follows the monochromator. See figure 1.  
 
If located in the pre-mono position the aperture must be part of the monochromator system. 
The aperture system must fit within the monochromator envelope as defined in LBNL 
Engineering Spec 10380 and shown in figure 1 below. It must be supported from a fixed 
monochromator tank and pumped by the monochromator pump. The flanges have not been 
finalized but the input flange will most likely be a 2-3/4” conflat type. The blades must be 
fiducialize to the monochromator system. 
 
If the apertures are located after the monochromator they have to be down stream of the Zero 
Order Mask. The system shall be pumped by a 75 l/s Gamma Vacuum pump to be supplied 
and installed after delivery at SLAC.  SLAC will provide a stand with a 6 strut adjustment 
system to position the aperture system.  This stand will be a common mount with the Zero 
Order Mask. The flanges have not been finalized but the up stream flange will most likely be 
4-5/8” and the down stream flange 2-3/4” conflat type.  The down stream flange can be 
adapted down to the 2-3/4”. The blades must be fiducialize to external fixtures on the system. 
 
The z, beam direction, is not specified, but the systems should be as compact as reasonable. 

 
Figure 1: Monochromator envelope showing the two possible location for the grating 

apertures. 
 

2. Aperture Requirements: There are to be 4 independent aperture blades, two vertical and 
two horizontal.  The blades are to be of UHV compatible sintered B4C, Ceradyne Ceralloy 
546-3E or equivalent. The blade edge shall minimize scatter while achieving the straightness 
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requirements listed below,. See figure 2 for a proposed blade cross section.  Minimum blade, 
B4C, area, normal to z, 12.7x12.7mm. 

 
Table 1: Aperture Requirements: 

Description:  Requirements: 
Aperture blade travel > 5 mm  (±2.5mm about beam center line) 
Aperture blade step size ≤5 micron 
Aperture blade reproducibility ≤10 micron 
Straightness edge aperture blades 5 micron over central 5mm  
Parallelism between opposing aperture blade 
edges 

≤10 micron at any opening 

Parallelism opposing aperture blade faces ±2º 
Axis of travel to be vertical/horizontal ±2º  
Z spacing between opposing blades   < 10 mm 
Perpendicularity aperture blade faces to z axis:  ±2º 
Encoder Rotary or linear encoding required 

Home switch If relative encoder used, home position at 
or near fully out position each blade 

 
If absolute encoder used no home switch 
required 

Limits Limit switches at ends of travel required. 
 

 
Figure 2: Proposed B4C blade cross section 

 
. 
3. Vacuum: The finished assembly must be clean and ready for use in ultra-high vacuum 

(UHV) operating at a maximum pressure of 1x10-9 Torr. The complete system must be 
fabricated and assembled in compliance with LBNL specification 10156 “Advanced Light 
Source Beamlines – General Vacuum Systems, Ultra High Vacuum Component and 
Assembly Production Requirements.” The vendor shall provide complete documented 
process for baking system to achieve operating vacuum standard. Additionally, the vendor 
shall supply completed pump down curves prior to delivery and acceptance. 
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4. Motion and Controls: All motors shall be of the type: Intelligent Motor Systems (IMS) 
MDrive Plus motors http://www.imshome.com/mdriveplus_overview.html. All encoders 
must be integrated through the IMS MDrive Plus controllers. Alternate motors may only be 
used by prior written approval from SLAC. 

 
5. Packaging and Shipping:  Seller will supply all shipping containers and packaging. Seller 

will ship the finished monochromator such that the entire system is protected and will 
assume complete responsibility for safe shipment to SLAC in Menlo Park, California. 

6.  
The shipping address is: 

SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory   
Building 137 
2575 Sandhill Road 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Attention: Michael Rowen 
 

7. Contact: For additional information, clarification, or exceptions please contact: 
Michael Rowen 
2575 Sandhill Road, MS 69 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
rowen@slac.stanford.edu 
(650)926-3487 

 


